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Ciao!

ENGINEERING

● Founder of Tooso, acquired by TSX:CVO, Director 
of AI at Coveo for the past 3 years

● Passionate about MLOps, OS contributor

AI RESEARCH & EDUCATION

● 25+ papers in top NLP/ML venues (Best Paper 
NAACL21), co-organizer of SIGIR eCom

● Adj. Prof. of MLSys at NYU Tandon

http://www.jacopotagliabue.it/
https://youtu.be/Ndxpo4PeEms
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=NDX19U0AAAAJ&hl=en
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/FREE_7773


Today

● We will discuss ideas, models and projects originated within my team and 
collaborators at CoveoLabs.

● While I am the only speaker today, Patrick John, Federico and Ciro (and other 
people which unfortunately are without a chibi) reviewed these slides and 
share with me the credit for whatever value these ideas may have. 

● Obviously, all the remaining mistakes are theirs 😁 

Jacopo Patrick John Federico Ciro



Today: 3 simple lessons

1. B2B eCommerce tech is hard - we explain why is so hard
2. The naive solution is not smart, nor efficient -  we detail what 

are the challenges involved
3. More general models may help achieve sustainable unit 

economics, as well as unlock new use cases - we show how 
CLIP-like models can be used and what we can learn from 
them



The long tail wags the B2B dog*

* Credits to Arun at Eloquent AI!



B2C vs B2B in eCommerce tech

B2B Companies
● Business model: they sell to shops, 

each with their own shoppers.
● Deployment target: they deploy 

technology on customer websites 
and have limited control on data 
they ingest.

● ROI on tech: indirect (robustness 
comes first).

● Examples: Coveo, Bloomreach, 
Algolia etc.

B2C Companies

● Business model: they have a direct line 
to shoppers (shops / marketplaces).

● Deployment target: they deploy their 
technology on their website and control 
their data.

● ROI on tech: direct (precision comes 
first).

● Examples: Amazon, Alibaba, Etsy, etc.



B2C vs B2B in eCommerce tech

● Where does innovation come from? The 
majority of innovation in e-commerce tech 
comes from very few, large, public B2C 
players (with one exception).

Even if we solve all of the above, there is still 
one problem that persists: chasing the tail.



B2C vs B2B in eCommerce tech

● Where does innovation come from? The 
majority of innovation in e-commerce tech 
comes from very few, large, public B2C 
players (with one exception).

● Why?
○ Implementing ML  is hard.
○ MLops is hard too.
○ Most literature is skewed towards the resources 

and problems of few companies.

Even if we solve all of the above, there is still one 
problem that persists: chasing the tail.



Chasing the tail

“Think about search queries: few search 
queries account for the vast majority of 
traffic, and then thousands of queries 

are seen only once or twice.”

https://a16z.com/2020/08/12/taming-the-tail-adventures-in-improving-ai-economics/


Chasing the tail

● In IR use cases, we have seen extreme values, e.g. top 2% queries account for 
~50% query counts.

● This also applies to product in categories and behavioral shopping signals.
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The B2C tail

● In B2C, your model needs to account for one distribution, over which you can often 
exercise some level of control:

○ Data tracking
○ Change in UI/UX
○ Data quality

● Improvements will have a cumulative effect and (hopefully) help with the 
generalization in the long-tail:

○ Improvement in the modelling code 
○ Improvement in the underlying data (e.g. catalog quality)
○ Improvement in quantity / quality of data collection



The B2B tail(s)

● In B2B, each customer / shop will have its own distribution - some sell shoes, some 
sell electronics:

○ Queries are different
○ Target items / catalogs are different (also in meta-data and quality!)
○ All behavioral data is also site-specific

Shop 1 Shop 2 Shop 3

Shop n

… …



The B2B tail(s)

● In B2B, provider typically has different APIs to fulfil different needs - in a “naive” 
one-use-case-one-model scenario you may have:

○ A recommender system
○ A query ranking model
○ A type-ahead model
○ A catalog classification model

Shop 1 Shop 2 Shop n

…



The B2B tail(s)

● Even if learning was “solved”, operating 
thousands of per-use-case and per-client 
models come with its own costs.

○ MLOps is still more art than science

https://www.mihaileric.com/posts/mlops-is-a-mess/
https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper/2015/file/86df7dcfd896fcaf2674f757a2463eba-Paper.pdf


Mo’ models, 
mo’ problems



Isn’t there a 
better way?



E pluribus unum



Content understanding in the age of ML

● Catalogs have two types of meta-data: images 
and text.

● Text usage is widespread:
○ search engine;
○ content-based recSys;
○ item classification.

● Image usage is way less popular: 
○ visual search;
○ item classification.



Content understanding in the age of ML

● Even when both are used, the typical 
scenario is one-use-case-one-model:

○ Text representations will result in a 
vector-space for textually-sourced 
concepts.

○ Image representations will result in a 
vector-space for visually-sourced 
concepts.

V-NECK

WOOL

LONG-SLEEVES

VERSACECARDIGAN



Content understanding in the age of ML

● Even when both are used, the typical 
scenario is one-use-case-one-model:

○ Text representations will result in a 
vector-space for textually-sourced 
concepts.

○ Image representations will result in a 
vector-space for visually-sourced 
concepts.

Those two spaces are not the same: in 
fact, you cannot search for visual concepts.

versace cardigan

v-neck cardigan



Content 
understanding 
is siloed



Content understanding in the age of ML CLIP

● The naive strategy has two “for 
loops”:

○ For each shop in shops
■ For each use case in shop

● Ideally, we wish to remove both
○ Can we re-use the same model across 

shops?
○ Can we re-use the same concepts across 

use cases?

generalize across use cases
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We want to be 
here!



Content understanding in the age of ML CLIP

● Enter OpenAI CLIP:
○ “CLIP pre-trains an image encoder and a 

text encoder to predict which images were 
paired with which texts in our dataset”

https://openai.com/blog/clip/
https://openai.com/blog/clip/


Content understanding in the age of ML CLIP

● Enter OpenAI CLIP:
○ “CLIP pre-trains an image encoder and a 

text encoder to predict which images were 
paired with which texts in our dataset”

● CLIP learns to place together in one 
space images and strings that are 
related, and far apart those that are 
not.

https://openai.com/blog/clip/


Content understanding in the age of ML CLIP*

Two people during sunset

Two people on the mountain

I1 · T1 I2 · T1

I1 · T2 I2 · T2

Image 
Encoder

I2I1

T1

T2

1 0

0 1

similarity matrix

Target
Text 

Encoder

Text 
Encoder

Image 
Encoder

* Credits to Fede at Stanford!



Content understanding in the age of ML CLIP

● After training, you can use text to find images: you just have to look into the space 
and find images close to your query!

tote bag

Image Text



Content understanding in the age of ML CLIP

● After training, you can use images to rank captions: you just have to look into the 
space and find captions close to your image!

TOTE BAGRED BAG

Image Text



FashionCLIP



Teaching Fashion to CLIP

● In an international collaboration across 4 
time-zones, 5 countries and 5 institutions 
(Bocconi University, Stanford University, 
Coveo, Farfetch, Telepathy Labs), we 
trained FashionCLIP, a “fashion-aware” 
model obtained by fine-tuning CLIP on 
800k pairs of fashion products (images + 
text).

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2204.03972.pdf


Teaching Fashion to CLIP
● Fact 1: FashionCLIP beats CLIP in several 

fashion-related benchmarks (held-out 
sets and other out-of-distribution fashion 
datasets).

● Fact 2: training FashionCLIP is relatively 
cheap.



FashionCLIP for product search

t-shirt with cat

light red dress

dark red dress

FashionCLIP Text-only



● FashionCLIP is available as 
an open source project, 
with a built-in app for 
visualizing results. 

FashionCLIP for product search

https://github.com/patrickjohncyh/fashion-clip
https://github.com/patrickjohncyh/fashion-clip


One model to 
rule them all



FashionCLIP for B2B players

● Inner For Loop: since FashionCLIP is not trained on retrieval or classification, it can 
be used across use-cases without extra-work: for example, we show how to classify 
a product in styles (streetwear, elegant, etc.) to scale-up manual merchandisersʼ 
work.

Shop 1 Shop 1



FashionCLIP for B2B players

● Outer For Loop: since FashionCLIP is not trained on Gucci (or Armani etc.), any 
customer that needs “fashion understanding” can re-use it to provide 
out-of-the-box content understanding.

“Fashion”

Shop 1 Shop 3

Shop n

…



Slip inside the eye of CLIP mind



Generalization matters

● Our entire argument rests on one 
major premise, that is, FashionCLIP 
does not understand this or that 
dataset, but product content across 
two modalities. 

● Opening the “black-box” is therefore 
necessary to make sure the model 
behaves as it should.

t-sne plot for clothing concepts, FashionCLIP vs CLIP



Grounding content

● Occlusion maps may help revealing how FashionCLIP is composing complex 
concepts out of simpler ones.

ankle strap sandals with high heels



Improbable products

● Testing FashionCLIP on different datasets 
is a first step in generalization, but can 
we go further?

○ After all, even small kids are pretty good at 
coming up “on-the-fly” with new concepts!



Improbable products

● Testing FashionCLIP on different datasets 
is a first step in generalization, but can 
we go further?

○ After all, even small kids are pretty good at 
coming up “on-the-fly” with new concepts!

● We can test FashionCLIP on “improbable 
products”, i.e. products that are by 
definition not to be found in the training 
distribution as they donʼt exist in the real 
world.



Improbable products



Does it come in black?

● How many times do we like a t-shirt, 
but we wish it was darker? Or a skirt, 
but wish it was longer?

A request from the Worldʼs Greatest Detective
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● RecSys today gives you “Items like X”, 
but donʼt allow you to move in the 
space along one relevant attribute.
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GradRecs

● To everybodyʼs surprise (ours 
included!), our work on “zero-shot” 
recommendations proved that we 
can disentangle FashionCLIP latent 
space (to some extent). 

https://aclanthology.org/2022.ecnlp-1.22/
https://aclanthology.org/2022.ecnlp-1.22/
https://aclanthology.org/2022.ecnlp-1.22/


What’s next?



From CLIP to DALL-E

● The advent of accurate text-to-image 
generative models such as DALLE-2 opens 
up interesting possibilities:

○ data augmentation
○ synthetic data
○ testing.

Caveat: DALLE-2 struggles with 
compositionality so some work needs to be 

done there!

https://openai.com/dall-e-2/


It takes an open village

Open Data Open Source Open Science

https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/you-dont-need-a-bigger-boat
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/you-dont-need-a-bigger-boat
https://github.com/coveooss/SIGIR-ecom-data-challenge
https://github.com/coveooss/SIGIR-ecom-data-challenge
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3383313.3411477
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3383313.3411477
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/reclist
https://github.com/jacopotagliabue/reclist
https://github.com/coveooss/shopper-intent-prediction-nature-2020
https://github.com/coveooss/shopper-intent-prediction-nature-2020


It takes an open village

JOIN US NOW AT THE CIKM DATA CHALLENGE!

https://reclist.io/cikm2022-cup/

https://reclist.io/cikm2022-cup/leaderboard.html
https://reclist.io/cikm2022-cup/


Check out / share / add a star to our open 
source projects!

Wanna work with us? Get in touch!

52

https://github.com/jacopotagliabue


“We can only see a 
short distance ahead, 
but we can see 
plenty there that 
needs to be done.”



See you, (vector) space 
cowboys


